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Mutations of the Shaker (S/t) locus alter or eliminate a tran- 
sient, voltage-sensitive potassium current, the “A” current, 
in flight muscle of Drosophila. We show that the amplitude 
of the A current is reduced when the dosage of Sh+ is lower 
than normal, but that A current amplitude does not increase 
as extra copies of Sh+ are added. We have also examined 
14 Shaker mutants by voltage clamp and by intracellular 
recording at the larval neuromuscular junction. In 10 of these 
mutants there is no detectable fast component of the tran- 
sient outward current. In each of these 10, however, a small, 
slowly inactivating, outward current is present. The 10 mu- 
tations null for the fast component of the transient, outward 
current are all partially dominant, giving 50-80% of the nor- 
mal A current in ShVSh+ heterozygotes. Because as little 
as 5% of the normal A current can be detected, comple- 
mentation tests are feasible. The 10 null mutations are 
members of a single complementation group. The remaining 
4 mutations have reduced A currents in pupal flight muscle. 
In all cases, crosses between these leaky mutants and null 
mutants give progeny with less A current than found in the 
leaky parental lines, as would be expected if the leaky and 
null mutations are in the same complementation group. For 
1 of the mutations, ShrK0120, the mutant phenotype is much 
more severe in nerve than in muscle. That part of the Shaker 
locus required for the production of the A channel lies be- 
tween the 655 and the V7 translocation breakpoints, in re- 
gion 18F of the X chromosome. 

The ionic currents that underlie electrical excitability in nerve 
and muscle have been examined in great detail with neurophysi- 
ological techniques, but the channels through which these cur- 
rents flow have been difficult to isolate and study biochemically. 
As a result, little is known about the structure of these molecules 
or about the control of their expression and membrane local- 
ization. Initially, the vertebrate nicotinic ACh receptor and the 
voltage-sensitive sodium channel were purified by use of affinity 
reagents or neurotoxins as ligands (Henderson and Wang, 1972; 
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Weill et al., 1974). More recently, alternative approaches, em- 
ploying recombinant DNA techniques, have also been used to 
begin the molecular analysis of the ACh receptor and of the 
sodium channel (Noda et al., 1984; Mishina et al., 1985). The 
experiments to be described here are part of an effort to identify 
the gene for one type of voltage-sensitive potassium channel, 
the “A” channel, so that the gene and its gene product may be 
studied molecularly even though no high-affinity ligand is cur- 
rently available for this channel. Mutations of the Shaker (Sh) 
locus in Drosophila melanogaster alter or eliminate the A cur- 
rent in pupal indirect flight muscle (Salkoff and Wyman, 198 1 b). 
This and other neurophysiological observations prompted the 
suggestion that the product of the Shaker locus is the A channel, 
or a subunit of it (Salkoff and Wyman, 198 la; Jan et al., 1983). 
To test this hypothesis further we have asked whether the am- 
plitude of the A current follows gene dosage, as would be ex- 
pected if Shaker were the structural gene for the A channel. In 
addition, we have examined several Shaker mutations using 
voltage-clamp and intracellular recording techniques. The pur- 
pose has been to characterize the different phenotypes of Shaker 
mutants, to study the genetic complexity of the Shaker region 
with complementation tests, and to locate Shaker vis-a-vis sev- 
eral previously described translocation breakpoints. 

Mutations of the Shaker locus cause lightly etherized flies to 
shake their legs and scissor their wings (Kaplan and Trout, 1969). 
Jan et al. (1977) discovered that synaptic transmission at the 
neuromuscular junction of Shaker larvae is abnormal and pro- 
posed that the mutant phenotype is due to a defective potassium 
channel in the membrane of the motoneuron’s axonal terminal. 
Support for this hypothesis came from Tanouye et al. (198 I), 
who observed that the repolarization of the action potential in 
the cervical giant fiber is delayed in Shaker flies, and from Salkoff 
and Wyman (198 lb), who showed that a transient, voltage- 
sensitive potassium current is missing from the pupal indirect 
flight muscle of certain Shaker mutants. This potassium current, 
called A current because of its resemblance to a current originally 
characterized in molluscan neurons (Connor and Stevens, 197 1; 
Neher, 197 l), can be distinguished from several other potassium 
currents normally present in pupal muscle (Salkoff and Wyman, 
1981a; Salkoff, 1983a). The evidence that Shaker may be a 
structural gene for the A channel includes a study of the effect 
of gene dosage on action potential duration in cervical giant 
fibers (Tanouye et al., 1981) and the observation that 1 allele, 
Shs, alters the kinetics of A current inactivation (Salkoff and 
Wyman, 198 lb). 

The most direct and sensitive method for studying the Shaker 
phenotype is to examine the A current by means of the voltage 
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Figure 1. Measurement of membrane capacitance, peak A current, and approximate slope conductance. A, Sawtooth command is applied to a 
voltage-clamped membrane held at -80 mV. Upper truce, Membrane current. The capacitative current (1,) is the difference between the “peaks” 
and the “troughs.” Membrane capacitance was calculated from C = Z/(2 x dV/dt). In this case, C = 18.0 nf. Lower truce, Membrane potential 
follows the sawtooth command. B, The A current measured in the same fiber as in A. Jumps were from -80 mV to a range of potentials from 
-20 to +38 mV. Each trace is the average of 4. Linear leakage current, determined from hyperpolarizing jumps, has been subtracted. To maintain 
adequate voltage control during the A current peak, the voltage-clamp gain was turned up to approximately 104. As a result, the membrane potential 
rang for a few milliseconds after a jump. The ringing artifacts have been deleted from the current traces. C, Current-voltage relation of the peak 
A currents from B. The approximate slope conductance between the points at + 18 and +38 mV is 26.4 MS. P for this fiber is therefore 1.47 x 
IO-) S/cm2, assuming 1 pf/cm2. 

clamp. The amplitude of a macroscopic current is directly pro- 
portional to the number of ion channels in a nerve or muscle 
cell’s membrane. The A current’s amplitude is therefore a mea- 
sure of expressivity and should be well-suited for gene-dosage 
experiments. Furthermore, voltage-clamp studies may reveal 
subtle alterations in current kinetics (Salkoff and Wyman, 198 1 b), 
which might be overlooked by the more indirect tests of simple 
intracellular recording. Of the several dozen Shaker mutants 
known, however, only a few have been studied by voltage clamp 
(Salkoff and Wyman, 198 lb; Jan et al., 1983; Salkoff, 1983b). 
Using the 2-microelectrode voltage-clamp technique, we have 
examined 14 different mutations of Shaker. The mutants fall 
into 2 phenotypic classes: mutants with no detectable A current, 
and those with reduced A current. One mutant, ShrKorZO, appears 
to alter the expression of the Shaker product differently in nerve 
and muscle. The 10 mutants that lack A current are members 
of a single complementation group. 

Materials and Methods 
Voltage clamp of pupal muscle fibers. Pupae were removed from their 
cases, pinned with the ventral side up on a slab of clear resin (Sylgard, 
Dow Coming), and slit along the midline of the thorax. Using forceps 
and dissection scissors, the cuticle and body wall musculature were 
trimmed down to the horizontal midline. The ventriculus, salivary glands, 
aorta, and thoracic ganglion were then removed, exposing 4 of the 12 
dorsolongitudinal flight muscles; these are the fibers whose currents were 
studied. Previous experiments of Salkoffand Wyman (1983) have shown 
that the dorsolongitudinal flight muscle fibers, roughly 1000 x 80 x 50 
pm, are isopotential. 

For gene-dosage experiments the fibers were clamped using an Axon 
Instruments Axoclamp-2; current was measured through a virtual ground 
current monitor. The current signal was filtered at l-3 kHz with an 

g-pole low-pass Bessel filter. Voltage and current traces were digitized 
with 100 psec sample interval by a 12-bit A/D converter, then analyzed 
on a PDP 1 l/73 computer. The remainder ofthe experiments were done 
with a simple voltage-clamp circuit and virtual ground monitor con- 
structed from designs kindly provided by Dr. A. J. Hudspeth. Muscle 
fibers were penetrated with two 3-5 MB microelectrodes. The current- 
injecting eletrode was painted first with colloidal silver, then with in- 
sulating varnish, to make a grounded shield. To maintain a stable hold- 
ing current it was important that the micropipettes be filled with 4 M 

potassium acetate rather than with potassium chloride. The normal 
saline solution contained (in mM) 40 KCl, 57 Na,SO,, 21 MgSO,, 10 
glucose, 96 sucrose, and 5 HEPES adjusted to pH 7.0. The composition 
of this solution is based on that of Drosophila larval hemolymph (Begg 
and Cruikshank, 1962) with the exception that Ca*+ is omitted. To 
maintain extracellular [Cl-] near 40 mM, as in larval hemolymph, SO,*- 
was used as an anion in addition to Cl-. All voltage-clamp experiments 
were carried out at 12 + 1°C. 

In the normal development of dorsolongitudinal flight muscle, the A 
current first appears 55 hr after formation of the puparium and then 
increases until hour 72 (Salkoff and Wyman, 1981a). At that time, the 
delayed rectifier, or K current, begins to appear. In the experiments 
reported here, the A current was studied in the absence of K current by 
selecting pupae approximately 72 hr after pupation. 

Synaptic transmission at the larval neuromuscular junction. Third 
instar larvae were selected and dissected as described by Jan and Jan 
(1976). After dissection and pinning out on Sylgard, the preparation 
forms a sheet of larval cuticle covered by body wall musculature. A 
separate segmental nerve innervates the muscle fibers of each left and 
right half body segment. These nerves were severed near their insertions 
into the ventral ganglion and the cut ends taken up into a suction 
electrode for stimulating the axons of the motor neurons extracellularly 
(Jan and Jan. 1976). Microelectrodes of 10-30 MQ tip resistance. filled 
with 3 M KCl, were’used for recording intracellularly from muscle fibers. 
At 5 x lO-5 M Ca2+ excitatory junctional potentials may be elicited in 
Shaker mutants, but not in wild-type larvae (Jan et al., 1977; Ganetzky 
and Wu, 1982). The experiments on larval neuromuscular junction 
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Table 1. Gene dosage and A current amplitude 

Genotype 
Copies 
of Sh’ Sex 

Sh+ dosage, 
compensated 
for sex 

l? observed, r expected, assuming 
(x 10-j S/cm2) proportionality to dosage 

Df(l)JC153/T(1;Y)W32P/XoR 1 P 1 1.02 + 0.31 0.71 
n= 10 (Yz r for X0”) 

Oregon R @a + nn) 2 1.53 k 0.25 
n= 11 

$8 2 1.59 t 0.27 
n=6 

PP 2 1.46 k 0.23 
n=5 

C(l)A 2 1.37 * 0.40 
II= 10 

T(l;Y)B55VT(1;4)BSP 2 1.33 + 0.22 
n=9 

C(l)A/T(1;4)BSP 3 1.39 + 0.23 2.04 
n= 10 [r for C(l)A + I/Z r 

for T(1;Y)B55VT(1;4)BSP] 
XVT( 1 ;4)BSP 2 4 1.68 t 0.48 2.86 

n= 11 [r for xOR + r 
for T(1;Y)B55VT(1;4)BSP] 

Amplitude of A current as a function of Sh+ dosage. r was measured as in Figure 1. The symbol “XoR” refers to the X chromosome from the Oregon R control stock. 

reported here were all carried out in a low-Ca2+ saline, containing (in 
mM) 128 NaCl, 2 KCl, 35.5 sucrose, 5 HEPES, 10 EDTA, MgCl, and 
CaCl, added to give 4 mM free Mg2+ and 0.05 mM free Ca*+, adjusted 
to pH 7.0. 

Mutant strains. Table 2 lists the various mutants of D. melanogaster 
studied. Oregon R was the wild-type used for Sh+ controls, except as 
noted in the gene-dosage experiments. The mutants ,ShKaza, ,ShK82b, ShP, 
and ShK*3’, which have not been described before, were provided to us 
very generously by Dr. B. Ganetzky. To see if any of these mutations 
were caused by a gross chromosomal rearrangement, squashes of poly- 
tene chromosomes from larval salivary glands were examined. For ,ShK82b, 
Sh’ and ShKs3’ the X chromosome was intact and the 16F region, 
pre;iously identified as the site of Shaker (Tanouye et al., 1981), ap- 
peared to be normal. In squashes of salivary glands from ,ShK82a, how- 
ever, region 16F is found to be pulled into the chromocenter, while the 
proximal portion ofthe Xchromosome forms a small loop (T. L. Schwarz, 
personal communication). The nature ofthis rearrangement is still under 
investigation. Preliminary experiments with ShsBZ, S’hsB3, and ,ShsB” 
have been described by Jan et al. (1983). Translocation stocks B55, 
W32, and v7 (Stewart, 1973) were obtained from Dr. J. Merriam. 

Aneuploid genotypes for the gene-dosage experiments were created 
as follows. The proximal element of T(1;4)Bs (T(I;4)Bsp) extends to Bs 
and thus includes Shaker (Lindsley and Grell, 1968). This fragment of 
the X chromosome was maintained in a stock with the distal element 
of T(I;Y)B55 (T(I;Y)B55D) and a compound X, C(I)A (Lindsley and 
Grell, 1968). Roughly half the females had bar eyes; these females were 
of the genotype ( T(I;4)Bsp)IC(I)A, and carried 3 doses of Shaker. Bar- 
eyed females of genotype (7’(I;Y)B55D)IC(I)A, with only 2 doses of 
Shaker, might also be produced by this cross. These metafemales are 
rarely observed in the stock, however, and it is unlikely that any were 
mistaken for ( T(1;4)Bsp)/C(I)A females. Bar-eyed males with 2 copies 
ofShakerwereobtainedfrom thecross( T(1;4)BSPI(T(I;Y)B55D)males x 
Oregon R females. Female pupae with 1 dose of Shaker were products 
of the cross DfiI)JC153/FM7a/( T(I; q W32q females x Oregon R males. 
The pupae with 1 dose of Shaker had no bar phenotype. The proximal 
element of T(I ; Y) W32 was required to complement the haplolethality 
of DflI)JC153 (Tanouye et al., 1981). Males with both elements of the 
W32 translocation have no detectable A current (Table 2). The defi- 
ciency Df(I)JC153 was obtained from the insertional translocation 
T(1:3)JC153=16E2-4:17A-B:99D. 

‘One of the Shaker mutants’studied by Jan et al. (1977), S&Ko’20, has 
since been shown to be a double mutant (Ganetzky and Wu, 1983). The 
second mutation is an allele of ether-a-go-go (eag), at map position 48.9 

on the Xchromosome. In the experiments to be described here, “,S&Ko120” 
will refer to the Shaker component of the double mutant, separated by 
recombination by Dr. C. Laffer in this laboratory. 

Results 

If Sh is a structural gene for the A channel, the severity of the 
Shaker phenotype should be proportional to the number of doses 
of Sh+ (O’Brien and MacIntyre, 1978). Tanouye et al. (1981) 
have reported that both the duration and the number of evoked 
action potentials in the cervical giant fiber increase as the dosage 
of Sh+ is reduced. The relationship between action potential 
duration and A channels is not simple, however, since sodium 
channel inactivation and the activation ofother potassium chan- 
nels also influence spike repolarization. Moreover, no quanti- 
tative comparison was made between the phenotype and the 
number of doses of Sh+ in those experiments. We decided to 
reexamine the effects of altering Sh+ dosage, using the amplitude 
of A current in pupal indirect flight muscle as a measure of the 
expression of Shaker. 

Measurement of A current amplitude 
Preliminary experiments on a wild-type control, Oregon R, 
showed considerable variation in peak A current amplitude. In 
a sample of 11 fibers the peak A current evoked by a jump to 
28 f 1 mV was 895 nA, with a standard deviation of 287 nA, 
or 32% of the mean. As we intended to make a quantitative 
study of the relation between the dosage of Sh+ and A current 
amplitude, it seemed important to try to identify the sources of 
this variation, and perhaps to reduce it. Two factors that might 
contribute to the error are variation of the potassium equilib- 
rium potential (&) between fibers and variation in fiber size. 
Since the current seen in response to a voltage jump is propor- 
tional to the difference between the jump potential and the 
current’s reversal potential (ER), differences in E,, which would 
alter E, for the A current, are a potential source of variation. 
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Figure 2. Summary of gene-dosage results. r has been normalized to 
the value found in Oregon R controls (filled circles) or in C(I)A controls 
(open triangles). The diagonal line is the relation expected if r were 
proportional to the dosage of Sh+. Error bars are SDS. 

We tried to reduce this error by measuring the approximate 
slope conductance from the peak current-voltage relation at 
positive potentials (Fig. 1). The approximate slope conductance 
(G) should be directly proportional to the number of A channels 
in the membrane, but insensitive to shifts in the A current’s 
reversal potential. When the approximate slope conductances 
of the same 11 Oregon R fibers cited above were measured, they 
were found to average 21.7 + 6.1 PS, a standard deviation of 
28%. Thus, the measurement of approximate slope conductance 
achieved only a small reduction in the SD. Inspection of current- 
voltage curves and measurement of tail current reversal poten- 
tials showed that E, was fairly constant from fiber to fiber, 
typically between -25 and -30 mV, and that E, was stable 
during current measurements. 

The second source of error, variation in fiber size, was reduced 
by normalizing G to membrane area as measured by membrane 
capacitance. Application of a “sawtooth” command to a volt- 
age-clamped membrane yielded current records in which the 
capacitative and ionic components could be easily separated 
(Fig. 1). When the approximate slope conductances of the 11 
Oregon R fibers were normalized to their individual membrane 
capacitances, the average was 1.53 x lo3 + 0.25 S/f, an error 
of 16%. Normalizing to membrane capacitance thus reduced 
the SD, although there was still significant variation in the values 
of S/f. Figure 1 shows an example of the calculation of approx- 
imate chord conductance and membrane capacitance for 1 fiber. 
Membrane capacitance has been converted to area by assuming 
1 Mf/cm*. For convenience the symbol I will be used for slope 
conductance normalized to membrane area. 

Dosage compensation and gene dosage 
Of the Oregon R fibers that make up the wild-type sample, 6 
were from male pupae and 5 from females. The values of I for 
males, 1.59 + 0.27 mS/cmZ, and for females, 1.46 + 0.23 mS/ 
cm2, were not significantly different. The values of I’ for BSPl 
P’ males and C(I)4 females, which share the same autosomal 
background, were likewise similar (Table 1). The Shaker locus 
is therefore dosage compensated in males. 

To test whether A current varies as gene dosage, we measured 
I? in pupae with 1, 2, 3, and the equivalent of 4 copies of Sh+ 

ShP 

-w 11OOnA 

r 

ShP 

2oTsec 
Figure 3. ShakeP lacks the fast component of transient outward cur- 
rent, but has a small, residual current. The quickly inactivating current 
present in S/z+ (upper truces) is completely missing from SF’ (middle 
truces). Lower truces, At a higher gain, the residual current is seen to 
begin to inactivate. For each set of current traces the command protocol 
is the same, a series of voltage jumps from the holding potential of -70 
mV to a test potential between -35 and +5 mV (see voltage traces at 
the bottom of the figure). 

(Table 1). For 1 copy of Sh+ in a female there was a significant 
reduction in I compared to females with 2 copies or to males 
with a single copy. This decrease in I, from 1.53 + 0.25 mS/ 
cm2 to 1.02 * 0.31 mS/cm*, is significant (p < 0.0005, t = 4.17, 
19 df; 1 -tailed t test). This reduction is not as great as would be 
expected if gene dosage were followed strictly, however; in that 
case, I should be about half the control level, or 0.77 mS/cm2. 
In contrast, extra copies of Sh+ failed to cause a significant 
increase in I. This result is seen most clearly in males ofgenotype 
(T(1,4)P)IX, in which the 2 copies of Sh+ should be dosage 
compensated to give the equivalent of 4 copies in females. Yet 
the value of I, 1.68 + 0.48 mS/cm*, was not significantly dif- 
ferent from the value in the Oregon R controls, 1.53 f 0.25 
mS/cm2. If the size of the A current followed gene dosage, I’ 
should have a value of nearly 3 mS/cm2. Likewise, there was 
no increase in I’ in pupae with 3 doses of Sh+ compared to their 
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Figure 4. A slowly inactivating component of outward current is also present in Sh+. Lefl, In Sh+ the transient outward current has a large, 
rapidly inactivating component and a small component that inactivates more slowly. For the 2 largest voltage jumps, the peak of the fast component 
is off scale. The residual current in Shp inactivates at about the same rate as the slow component in Sh+. Right, A semilogarithmic plot of current 
against time shows that both the residual current in Shp (closed circles) and the slow component of Sh+ (open circles) decay exponentially with a 
time constant of about 550 msec. In Sh+ there is also a large. fast comnonent, which inactivates with a time constant of about 20 msec. Holding 
potential, -70 mV, test potential, +5 mV. 

C(I)4 control (Table 1). While reducing the dosage of Sh+ from 
2 to 1 in females reduced I’, there was no significant change in 
the rate of A current inactivation: 7 for jumps to 38 f 1 mV 
was 17.7 f 5.7 msec in Oregon R controls and 15.2 f 4.4 msec 
in dehciencylSh+ heterozygotes. In summary, varying the num- 
ber of copies of Sh+ produces a change in the amplitude of the 
A current only when the dosage of Sh+ is reduced below the 
normal level (Fig. 2). 

exploit the large difference in rates of inactivation, reduce the 
amplitude of the fast component but do not eliminate it. Never- 
theless, the presence of the slow component in wild-type fibers 
suggests that the residual current seen in Shp is also present in 
wild-type muscle fibers. The effect of the mutation in Shp there- 
fore appears to be to eliminate completely 1 of 2 components 

Mutant phenotypes Table 2. Shaker mutants studied 

The phenotypes of 14 Shaker mutants, some known and some 
previously undescribed, fall into 3 classes: the first class com- 
prises 10 mutants that have no fast, transient, outward current 
in the pupal flight muscle (Table 2). In each of these 10 mutants, 
however, there is a small residual outward current that inacti- 
vates much more slowly. Current records from one of these 
mutants, ShP, are shown in Figures 3 and 4. When the inacti- 
vation of outward current is approximated by a first-order pro- 
cess, the time constant for the fast component present in Sh+ 
is about 20 msec for voltage jumps to 0 mV. For the slowly 
inactivating residual current, the time constant is about 500 
msec. The residual current is therefore not simply reduced A 
current, because these 2 currents are kinetically distinct. 

The residual current probably does not flow through a pop- 
ulation of A channels whose rate of inactivation has been altered 
by the mutational event. If the residual current were the result 
of such a neomorphic mutation, it should be absent from wild- 
type flight muscle and present only in mutants. The transient 
outward current of Sh+ flight muscle does, however, have 2 
components of inactivation, the slower being comparable in rate 
to the residual current seen in mutants (Fig. 4). It was not pos- 
sible to eliminate selectively the fast component from wild-type, 
because 4-aminopyridine (4-AP) at 5 mM was equally effective 
in blocking both components. Double-pulse experiments, which 

Mutation 

T(X;Y)W32 = 16F3-6 
T(X;3)ShLC = 16Fl-2;80 
T(X;Y)B55 = 16Fl-4 
ShKsnI 

Sh’O* 
ShE62 
ShsB2 
ShsB3 

s@3 I 3 
ShK83’ 

ShK82a 
shK82b 
ShP 
‘$px I20 

u Salkoff (1983b). 
h Jan et al. (1983) 

< See Materials and Methods. 

Phenotype 
in pupal 

Nature of mutagenesis muscle 

X-ray NulP 
X-ray Null 
X-ray Leakya 
Ethyl methanesulfonate NulP 

(EMS) 
EMS Null 
EMS Leaky 
Spontaneous Null* 
p element Leaky 

hybrid dysgenesis 
Spontaneous NulP 
p element Null 

hybrid dysgenesis 
7-w Null 
7-w Null 
Y-my Null 
EM9 h&Y 
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Figure 5. Shp and ShKs3’do not complement for A current. The SPISh+ and SPVSh+ controls show significant amounts of A current, whereas 
the ShPIShK83‘ fiber has no A current. The slowly inactivating current is clearly present in SPISh K83f. For the complementation experiments in 
general, each null mutant was tested against SW, ShKg3: and ShK82a. In these experiments at least 2 fibers were examined for A current in each 
heterozygotic genotype. For most genotypes, 4 fibers were examined in 2 or more pupae. None of these experiments revealed any A current in the 
heterozygotes. 

of the total transient outward current. We refer to S/P’ and to 
the 9 similar mutations as “nulls” for A current. 

The slowly inactivating current is present in each of the 10 
null mutations. This observation provides further evidence that 
the residual current is not due to an alteration in the A channel’s 
properties, since the chance that a mutational event would pro- 
duce a null phenotype should be greater than the chance it would 
produce a functioning channel with new electrophysiological 
characteristics. Although the residual current is present and its 
size is consistent in fibers of the same genotype, the amplitude 
varies in the different null strains. Compare, for example, Sh’ 
in Figure 3 with its fairly large residual current to Shlo2 in Figure 
8, where the current could be seen only at much higher gain. 
The reason for this variability is not understood; one possibility 
is that it is due to the different genetic backgrounds of the mu- 
tants. 

The residual outward current is distinct from the delayed 
rectifier, or K current, both kinetically and pharmacologically. 
For a jump to 0 mV at 12°C the slowly inactivating current 
rises to its peak more rapidly than does the K current, with a 

Table 3. A current amplitude in some SWSh+ heterozygotes 

Mutation A current in ShLSh A current in Sh/Sh+ 

ShKS133 0 54% 
(-t 14%, n = 12) 

Sh’02 0 52% 
(k 18%, n = 8) 

S&82. 0 83% 
(k lo%, n = 8) 

B5.5 21% 103% 
(+6%, n = 4) (?19%, n = 7) 

ShE61 27% 84% 
(k16%, n = 11) (k 15%, n = 9) 

ShSB3 38% 96% 
(+- 1 l%, n = 9) (&33%, n = 12) 

S/p I20 63% 136% 
(?12%, n = 8) (*47%, n = 13) 

The values listed are percentages of the average peak A current in wild-type, with 
errors reported in SD. Peak A currents were measured for jumps from a holding 
potential of -70 mV at 0 mV. The baseline was the level of current 80 msec, 
about 4 time constants, after the peak. For wild-type (Oregon R), the mean peak 
A current was 25 1 f 101 nA, n = 12. These values have not been normalized to 
membrane area. 

time to half-peak of about 15 msec compared to about 45 msec. 
The slowly inactivating current also inactivates on a time scale 
in which the K current shows no inactivation. Tetraethylam- 
monium ion, which at 10 mM reduces steady-state K current 
by roughly half, has little effect on the slowly inactivating cur- 
rent. 

The null mutations do not complement 
Because of an earlier report that the genetic organization of 
Shaker is complex (Tanouye et al., 198 l), we were interested to 
learn whether the mutants with the null phenotype identified 
more than 1 complementation group. Figure 5 shows the result 
of a complementation test between ShK83f and Sh’. While the 2 
control fibers of genotypes ShKs3f/Sh+ and Shp/Sh+ had signif- 
icant A current, the ShPIShKs3f heterozygote had none. The slow- 
ly inactivating outward current was clearly present in the ShpI 
ShK83’ fiber, however. In similar experiments, each of the other 
null mutants was tested against ShK*3’, Sh102, and ShK82a. In every 
case there was no A current. Therefore, these 10 null mutations 
form a single complementation group. 

The interpretation of these complementation experiments de- 
pends on the null alleles being either recessive or incompletely 
dominant. For all 10 alleles ShlSh+ heterozygotes have easily 
detectable A current in pupal muscle. The degree of dominance 
in 3 of these alleles is shown in Table 3. ShakerKS133, Shlo2, and 
ShKsZa are all partially dominant, with ShlSh+ heterozygotes 
producing about 50-80% of the normal amount of current. 
Crosses between these null mutants should reveal complemen- 
tation if more than one complementation group is present, since 
as little as 5% of the normal A current would be apparent in 
these experiments. 

Mutations that reduce A current amplitude 
Three of the 14 Shaker mutants have A current, but the peak 
amplitude is significantly smaller than in wild-type. The ShsB3 
mutation has about 40% normal A current, ShE62 about 30%, 
and B55 [a translocation, T(I; Y) B55=16Fl-41 about 20%. Each 
of these “leaky” mutations is recessive (Table 3). Although the 
peak A current is reduced in homozygotes, the threshold for 
current activation and the time constant of inactivation, about 
20 msec for jumps to 0 mV, are the same in these mutants as 
in wild-type. 4-AP blocks these reduced A currents as effectively 
as it blocks normal A current. Thus, 1 or more of these leaky 
mutants may produce normal A channels, but in reduced num- 
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Figure 6. Negative complementation between SW2 and S/P. Each panel shows voltage and current traces; arrows in A indicate membrane 
potential just before and just after the jump. In each experiment, 2 jumps from -70 to 0 mV were made with an interval of about 50 msec. The 
inactivating process that turned off the A current during the first jump persisted, so that during the second jump the A current was largely eliminated. 
The amplitude of the A current can be estimated from the difference between the 2 current traces. No A current could be detected in the ShEY 
ShlOZ heterozygote (D), although A current was clearly present when ShEe2 was tested against a different null mutation (B) or when Shlo2 was tested 
against a different leaky mutation (C). 

bers; such a mutant would be a hypomorph (Muller, 1932). 
Alternatively, the A currents in these mutants could differ from 
wild-type A currents in ways that have not been detected. 

To test for complementation of the A current, we made crosses 
between each of the 3 leaky mutants and 1 or more null mu- 
tations. In general, the Sh leakylShnull heterozygotes had smaller 
A currents than did their homozygous Shleaky parental lines, as 
would be expected if the leaky mutants were in the same com- 
plementation group as the nulls. In most cases, the significance 
of the size of these currents was difficult to interpret, given the 
large SD in current measurements. In the ShE62/Sh10* heterozy- 
gote, however, there was an unexpected result: no A current 
could be detected at all (Fig. 6). This effect is specific for the 
interaction between these 2 alleles, since A current could be seen 
in both ShE62/ShKS133 heterozygotes and in ShSB3/ShLo2 hetero- 
zygotes. This example of “negative” complementation suggests 
that ShE6’ is allelic with Shlo2 , and hence with the other null 
mutations. 

Cytological location of Shaker 

Because B55 is a translocation breakpoint mutation, it was pos- 
sible to learn whether the distal (relative to the centromere) or 
the proximal fragment ofthe B55 Xchromosome carries Shaker. 
Male pupae of the genotype Sh10ZIB55P were found to have small 

A currents, about 5% of the normal level (Fig. 7). Assuming 
there has been no secondary rearrangement of B55P, this com- 
plementation of the A current suggests either that the entire 
Shaker locus is proximal to the B55 breakpoint or, if that break- 
point occurs within Shaker, that tne region proximal to the B55 
breakpoint is sufficient to produce a functioning Shaker product. 
This result is consistent with an earlier experiment, in which it 
was shown that a male pupa of genotype B55D- W32p lacks A 
current, whereas a W32D-B55P male does have A current (Sal- 
koff, 1983b). 

Another translocation breakpoint, T(1; Y) I7, sets a boundary 
for Shaker in the centromeric direction. V7 males do not shake 
under ether anesthesia; A current is present in their pupal flight 
muscle. Since pupae of genotype V7D- W32p also have A cur- 
rents, Shaker must lie distal to the I7 breakpoint. The region 
required for the production of the Shaker gene product therefore 
lies between the B55 and the I’7 breakpoints. The cytological 
locations of these breakpoints have been reported as 16Fl-4 
and 16F5-8 for B55 and V7, respectively, (Tanouye et al., 198 1; 
(I. Duncan, personal communication). 

ShakerrKo’20 

The final Shaker mutant studied, ShKolzo, has an unusual phe- 
notype. These flies have a large A current in pupal muscle, about 
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Figure 7. The Shaker locus is proxi- 
mal to the B55 breakpoint. Upper traces, 
Current records from a SP male, 2 
identical voltage jumps with a 50 msec 
interval. There is no A current. Lower 
traces, Current records from a Sh”V 
B5SP male. A small A current is present. 
Two voltage jumps were given, with an 
interval of 50 msec. During the second 
jump the A current was still largely in- 
activated. The A current in this fiber is 
about 8% of the level in wild-type; this 
measurement was near the limit of sen- 
sitivity. 
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60% of wild-type (Table 2). Synaptic transmission at the larval 
neuromuscular junction, however, is as severely abnormal as in 
the null mutants (Fig. 8). 

The mutant phenotype at the larval neuromuscular junction 
is characterized by synaptic transmission in saline containing 
5 X 10e5 M Ca2+, a concentration too low to support trans- 
mission in wild-type larvae (Jan et al., 1977). This phenotype 
is thought to be due to a defect in voltage-sensitive potassium 
channels in the membrane of the motoneuron’s axonal termi- 
nals. The strength of the phenotype varies among the different 
Shaker mutants. Each of the 10 nulls has a “strong” phenotype, 
in which the first or second nerve stimulus in a series at 1 Hz 
elicits an excitatory junctional potential (ejp). In contrast, the 
mutants with reduced A current-ShE62, ShSB3, and B55-have 
a “moderate” phenotype: several seconds of nerve stimulation 
at 4 Hz are required before small ejps appear; these then facil- 
itate (see Jan et al., 1983, for a comparison of the phenotypes). 
ShakerrK0120 has the same strong phenotype at the larval neu- 
romuscular junction as do the null mutants (Fig. 8). Judging 
from the strength of its phenotype, ShrKOl*O should have as little 
A current in its motor axon terminals as do the nulls. Surpris- 
ingly, it has about 60% of normal A current in pupal muscle. 

Is the apparent discrepancy in phenotype between pupal mus- 
cle and larval neuromuscular junction due to the difference in 
developmental stage or to the difference in tissue? To answer 
this question we examined a third preparation, the body wall 
muscle fibers of third instar larvae. Using voltage-clamp tech- 
niques the A current may be studied in larval muscle (Wu et 
al., 1983a). The result was similar to that found in pupal flight 
muscle: Fibers from ShrKoLZo larvae have A current, while fibers 
from Sh’O* lack it. A similar finding has been reported by Wu 
and Haugland (1985), who observed the A current in larval 
muscle of ShKolZO but not in Shm133 or Sh102. Thus, in SfiK0120 
there is a discrepancy in phenotype between larval nerve and 
muscle in both larvae and pupae, suggesting that this mutation 
may discriminate between tissues and reduce the expression of 
the Shaker product more severely in the motor axon than in 
the muscle. 

Given the large difference in phenotypes between ShrKol*O and 
the null mutants in pupal flight muscle, we wondered whether 
ShK0120 identifies a new complementation group. In crosses of 

ShrK0120 against ShK82a and Sh lo2, however, there was no com- 
plementation of the abnormally large excitatory junctional po- 
tential at the larval neuromuscular junction. Larvae of the ge- 
notypes ShrKo’201ShK82a and Sh rKo1ZoISh102 have the same strong 
mutant phenotypes as homozygous larvae of the parental ge- 
notypes. The control larvae-S&Ko’20/Sh+, ShKs2VSh+, and Sh’O*/ 
Sh+ -have very mild phenotypes, verging on wild-type. By this 
test, therefore, ShKol*O is allelic with the other Shaker mutations. 

Discussion 

Mutations of the Shaker locus affect a voltage-sensitive potas- 
sium channel, the A channel, in Drosophila. Because genetic 
and molecular studies of Shaker may provide a way to analyze 
the A channel and its expression, we thought that it would be 
important to test whether the A current is proportional to gene 
dosage, as would be expected if Shaker were the structural gene 
for the A current. In fact, the amplitude of the A current is 
significantly reduced for 1 copy of Sh+ in a female, but fails to 
increase for extra copies. We also hoped to define the Shaker 
locus better genetically by examining membrane currents in a 
large group of Shaker mutants. The 14 mutants studied here fall 
into 2 classes: those with no detectable A current and those with 
an A current of reduced amplitude. One of the mutants with 
reduced A current, ShrK0120, is unusual, homozygous ShrKo120 has 
an unexpectedly severe mutant phenotype at the larval neuro- 
muscular junction, as compared to its mild phenotype in pupal 
muscle. The 10 mutants with no detectable A current are all 
members of a single complementation group, suggesting that 
they affect a single polypeptide chain. That part of the Shaker 
locus required for the production of the A channel lies in region 
16F of the X chromosome, bounded distally by the B55 and 
proximally by the I7 translocation breakpoints. 

A current measurements and gene dosage 
Since the gene-dosage experiments required a measure of the 
Shaker phenotype, it was necessary to determine the amplitude 
of A currents accurately. We found the 2 most important factors 
to be (1) making the measurements in 72 hr pupae, in which 
there is no K current superimposed on the A current (Salkoff 
and Wyman, 198 la), and (2) normalizing the current to mem- 
brane area. Measuring the A current in the presence of K current 
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has been particularly misleading. In an earlier report we found 
no difference between the A currents in ShEG2, ShSB3, and Sh+, 
judging from experiments with older pupae (Jan et al., 1983, 
figures 5,7). Yet ShE6* and ShSB3 clearly have less A current than 
Sh+ in 72 hr pupae. The K current is a poor standard for nor- 
malizing A current, since its amplitude increases rapidly during 
the final day of pupal development. 

In eukaryotic biochemical genetics a correlation between the 
number of copies of a gene and the activity of an enzyme is 
taken as evidence that the gene is a structural gene for that 
enzyme. The demonstration of strict gene-dosage dependence 
does not prove that a gene is structural, however, since it is 
possible that the product of a second, modifying, gene may be 
required stoichiometrically with the product of a structural gene. 
Nevertheless, in Drosophila those genes that have strong gene- 
dosage effects have all been shown by other criteria to be struc- 
tural genes (O’Brien and MacIntyre, 1978). The experiments 
reported here demonstrate that with 1 copy of Sh+ in a female 
there is a moderate reduction in A current amplitude compared 
to wild-type but that with 3 copies in a female or 2 copies in a 
male there is little increase in A current. The proximal element 
of T(1;4)Bs, which was used to supply an extra copy of Sh+ in 
males and females, also carries Zwischenferment, the structural 
gene for glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase. Bowman and 
Simmons (1973) have shown that females and males that carry 
the proximal element of T(1;4)Bs, in addition to their normal 
sex chromosomes, have roughly 150 and 200% of the normal 
glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase activity, respectively. Thus, 
the copy of Sh+ on the proximal element of T(1;4)Bs should be 
able to increase the amount of the Shaker gene product as well. 
Since the amplitude of the A current does not increase with the 

Figure 8. ShakerrKol*o has the phe- 
notype of a null mutation at the larval 
neuromuscular junction but has a large 
A current in pupal muscle. Left column, 
Synaptic transmission in 5 x 1O-5 h4 
Caz+ . Motoneurons were stimulated 
extracellularly at 1 Hz; the excitatory 
junctional potentials (ejp) were record- 
ed intracellularly from larval muscle fi- 
bers (see Materials and Methods). 
Transmission fails in Sh+ but succeeds 
in S/P and after the first stimulus (nr- 
row) in ,S~K0120. The success or failure 
of the first stimulus, as well as the du- 
ration of the ejp, varies among fibers of 
the same larva. When many fibers are 
compared, the phenotypes of S&Ko1Z0 
and SIP2 are indistinauishable. Rinht 
column, A current is present in pupal 
muscle of StiK0120, about 60% of wild- 
type (Table 3). 

dosage of Sh+, these results provide only weak support for the 
hypothesis that Shaker is a structural gene for the A channel. A 
better understanding of the relation between the Shaker gene 
product and the A channel will require other experimental ap- 
proaches. 

By itself the reduction in A current seen with 1 copy of Sh+ 
is consistent with Shaker being a structural gene. If this is the 
case, the results with extra copies of Sh+ suggest that there is 
an upper limit imposed on A-current density in the muscle 
fiber’s membrane. Tanouye et a!. (198 1) and Salkoff (1983b) 
have proposed that there may be a finite number of membrane 
sites for A channels, which could limit current density. Alter- 
natively, the number of functioning A channels may be limited 
by the amount of another peptide subunit of the A channel, if 
that subunit were the product of a locus different from Shaker, 
one that was not varied in the gene-dosage experiments. Finally, 
the number of functional channels may be regulated posttran- 
scriptionally. 

The location of Shaker 

Since the B.5Y and the I? fragments complement mutations 
null for the A current, the region between these breakpoints 
must include the nucleotide sequences necessary for the pro- 
duction of a functional Shaker gene product. This result does 
not exclude the possibility that some controlling or regulatory 
regions of Shaker lie outside the breakpoints. The B55 break- 
point, for example, may occur in a regulatory region, thereby 
reducing the expression of the Shaker product. Alternatively, 
the B55 breakpoint could lie beyond Shaker and reduce expres- 
sion by a position effect. We did not see the “variegation” in 
A-current amplitude that might be expected with a position 
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effect; Tanouye et al. (198 1) report that neither culturing the 
flies at high temperature nor the addition of an extra Y chro- 
mosome alters the phenotypes of these breakpoint mutations. 
The B55 breakpoint may therefore occur in a region important 
for controlling the expression of Shaker but distal to the region 
required for the synthesis of a functioning gene product. 

An earlier investigation divided the Shaker locus into 2 parts, 
separated by a haplolethal region (Tanouye et al., 198 1). Part 
of Shaker was thought to be proximal to the haplolethal region 
because the 1/7 breakpoint lies proximal to this region and be- 
cause V7 was held to be a Shaker mutant. We have found no 
evidence for a Shaker phenotype in v7 flies. Our experiments 
have shown that the distal fragment of V7 carries the Shaker 
function and that the V7 breakpoint must therefore lie outside 
the coding region. This result is consistent with a simpler view 
of the locus, in which there would be only 1 Shaker region rather 
than 2. Our conclusions differ from those of Tanouye et al. 
(198 1) on another point. While these authors locate the ShLc 
breakpoint distal to the B5.5 breakpoint, we believe that it is 
likely to be proximal to B55, since B55P supplies the Shaker 
function and since ShLc is in the same complementation group 
as the other null mutations. A better understanding of the spatial 
disposition of Shaker and the translocation breakpoints may be 
obtained from studies of the locus at the molecular level. 

Null alleles and the residual outward current 
Ten of the 14 Shaker mutants are null for the A current, although 
in each of these 10 a small, more slowly inactivating current is 
present. A simple interpretation is that the null mutations un- 
cover a small current normally obscured by A current. This 
residual current resembles the A current in being a transient, 
outward current and in its sensitivity to 4-AP. One puzzling 
feature of the residual current is the variation in its amplitude 
found in the different null alleles. Possibly this variation is due 
to differences in genetic background. Alternatively, the ampli- 
tude of the residual current may depend on a product of the 
Shaker locus or of a neighboring locus. A simple test of this 
hypothesis would be to look for the residual current in pupae 
deficient for the Shaker locus. There is no viable deficiency that 
unambiguously spans all of Shaker, however. The synthetic de- 
ficiency B55D-V7P, which should lack the sequences required 
for A current, is not viable. Whether the amplitude of the re- 
sidual current depends on a gene product from Shaker or from 
a neighboring locus therefore remains unclear. 

As there is no viable deficiency covering Shaker, we do not 
know whether the null phenotype found in 10 of the mutants 
is the same as would be seen in a deficiency. Mutations that 
give the null phenotype in homozygotes could be either amorph- 
ic or antimorphic. For 7 of the null mutations described here, 
there is no evidence bearing on the question of whether a gene 
product is made and, if so, whether that gene product interferes 
with the function of the wild-type product. In 3 cases, however, 
A current was measured in S&l’lSh+ heterozygotes: ShKS1331 
Sh+, Sh1021Sh+, and ShK82alSh+ have 54, 52, and 83% of the 
wild-type A current, respectively (Table 3). These values should 
be compared to the value of 67% found in ShdefiCiency/Sh+, which 
would be expected from amorphic mutations. There is some 
indication that the gene products of ShKS133 and Sh102 may be 
antimorphs, since the ShKSL”ISh+ and Shlo2/Sh+ heterozygotes 
have less A current than does the Shdeficiency/Sh+ heterozygote. 
Given the large SDS in the current measurements, however, it 

is also possible that these apparent reductions in A current are 
not significant. The negative complementation of the A current 
seen in the ShE62/Sh’02 heterozygote suggests that the Sh’O* mu- 
tation produces a gene product; if so, that product is not strongly 
antimorphic when tested against the wild-type Sh gene product. 
Tanouye et al. (198 1) have proposed that the ShKs133 gene prod- 
uct is an antimorph on the basis of its effect on action potential 
duration in the cervical giant fibers of adult flies. 

Leaky mutants 
The first example of a Shaker mutant with reduced A current, 
B55, was discovered by Salkoff (1983b). Two more, ShE6* and 
ShSB3, have been identified here. Are these leaky mutants hy- 
pomorphs, or do they produce channels of altered structure that 
nevertheless retain some function? Initial comparisons with wild- 
type suggest that the A currents in these leaky mutants have 
normal electrophysiological properties: they activate at the same 
potential, inactivate at about the same rate at 0 mV, and are 
blocked by 4-AP. To test rigorously whether these currents are 
hypomorphic or neomorphic, however, would require a more 
thorough examination of their electrophysiological character- 
istics, such as measurement of activation and inactivation ki- 
netics over a wide range of potentials and measurement of ionic 
selectivity or of unitary channel conductance. 

With about 60% of the normal A current in pupal flight muscle, 
Shaker rK0120 seems to be another leaky mutant. The severity of 
the mutant phenotype at the larval neuromuscular junction, 
however, which is the same as in the null mutations, implies 
that the reduction of potassium channels in the motoneuron is 
much more extreme than in muscle. Is this difference in phe- 
notypes between the 2 preparations due to a difference in the 
tissue expressing the A channel or to a difference in develop- 
mental stage? The former possibility seems to be the case, since 
a significant A current is present in both larval and pupal muscle 
in ShrKo120. The defect in ShKolZo may therefore be one that 
distinguishes between motoneuron and muscle fiber. A direct 
test of this hypothesis requires measuring the ionic currents of 
larval motoneuron under voltage clamp, which is technically 
difficult. Voltage-clamp techniques have been extended, how- 
ever, to cultured larval neurons (Wu et al., 1983). Thus, it may 
be possible to study and compare the A currents of ShKo120 and 
other mutations in primary cultures of larval neurons. It would 
also be interesting to see whether the Shaker product expressed 
in nerve is the same fast, transient A current found in muscle 
or whether in nerve it has different kinetic properties. 

Our view of the phenotype of ShKo120 agrees with results 
reported by 2 other laboratories. Ganetzky and Wu (1983) have 
noted that the ShKo120 allele, separated by recombination from 
a second mutation, has a phenotype at the larval neuromuscular 
junction similar to that of ShKS133, a mutant that is null for A 
current. Wu and Haugland (1985) found the amplitude of A 
current in larval muscle to be the same in SfiKol*O as in Sh+, 
consistent with our observation of a large A current in ShrKo120 
larval muscle. Our findings with pupal muscle differ, however, 
from those reported by Salkoff and Wyman (198 1 b). Where we 
found a large A current, roughly 60% of normal, Salkoff and 
Wyman (198 1 b) found none. Such a large discrepancy is prob- 
ably due to differences in the stocks labeled “ShrKoIZo,” rather 
than to differences in technique. 
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Complementation 

The 10 null mutants fail to complement, suggesting that the 
mutations alter a single polypeptide. ShakerleakY/Shnul’ hetero- 
zygotes have less A current than do the Sh-y parental strains, 
as would be expected if they were members of the same com- 
plementation group. In one case, the effect is extreme: the ShE62/ 
Shlo2 heterozygote has no detectable A current. This result is 
surprising, since heterozygotes made within ShE6* and another 
null or heterozygotes made with Shlo2 and another leaky mu- 
tation have A currents. One possible explanation for this neg- 
ative complementation is that the gene products of both the 
ShE6* allele and the Shlo2 allele are abnormal and that they in- 
teract dysfunctionally within the A channel (Fincham, 1966). 
This proposal assumes that the A channel is a multimer, com- 
prising more than 1 copy of the Shaker gene product. A test of 
this hypothesis, and of the more general question of the A chan- 
nel’s subunit structure, must await the isolation and purification 
of the A channel. 
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